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Spanish Translation, 1980.
Japanese Translation, 1981.
German Translation, 1984.


Polish Translation, 1993.

BOOKS AUTHORED, EDITED, AND CO-AUTHORED


Italian translation, forthcoming.


This is a collection of essays by Gordon Tullock, together with some critical bibliographical notes.


Korean translation, forthcoming.


BOOKS EDITED

Public Choice (formerly Papers on Non-Market Decision Making). (Charlottesville, VA: Thomas Jefferson Center for Political Economy, University of Virginia, 1966). Note: This publication started out as a book and developed into a journal, Public Choice, which was published by the Center for Study of Public Choice, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA, until 1978, but it is now published by Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht, The Netherlands. After 25 years, I retired as editor.


